Role

SSE – Senior Software Engineer

Practice

Data and Analytics

Location

Bangalore

Years of
Experience

6+ years’ experience

Technical Skills

Ideal candidates possess experience on Microsoft Business Intelligence. The job
requires writing Complex SQL/DAX/MDX queries, creating ETL packages ,
creating dimensional model and SSAS cube , Creating reports , dashboards,
visuals in Power BI.
Mandatory:
 Expert knowledge in SQL server technology and database objects.
 Experience in writing complex SQL queries / DAX / MDX etc.,
 Expertise in data loading strategies using SSIS , debugging data load issues.
 Knowledge on creating visualisations using SSRS / Power BI / Tableau etc.,
 Should demonstrate adherence to good Coding Standards and ability to
resolve performance issues on SQL server and MSBI stack.,
 Working experience on Source Control systems like VSTS, Git etc.
Nice to have:
 Experience in one or more Datawarehouse technologies  Experience on
Microsoft Azure blob / Data factory.
 Experience in Dimensional modelling (Kimball)
 Good understanding of SQL Server internal workings.
Responsibilities:
 Understand technical design and implement it via low level design &
development.
 Unit test sql/packages/reports written, perform peer reviews
 Able to provide accurate effort estimates on work items assigned 
Adhere to source management practices and policies 
Innovative by learning latest technologies.
 Ability to lead a team and if required support by developing, documenting
etc.
 Ability to manage customer expectations.

Opportunity
for Candidate

Acuvate Data and Analytics Practice provides high-tech, futuristic, smart and
advanced data solutions to customers world-wide.
You will be part of our client delivery team. You will have great opportunities to
work on large data warehousing and reporting projects. You will be delivering
cutting edge innovative data and Analytics solutions to clients across the globe.
Would you like to play a part in shaping of the future of enterprises using their
data? Come and join our team at Bangalore.

